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Subject:

Samuel Lynes was the earliest known member of the Lynes family to appear in South
Carolina. He is believed to have married Frances Joyner and had at least three sons: John
(1740-?),Isaac (1745-?), and Moses (1750-?).

John, son of Samuel, married Frances Morgandollar and had several children: John
(1758-1794), Morgan (1759-?), Edward (1768-1806), Samuel (1776-1845), and Isaac
(1777 -?).

John's son, Samuel, married Elizabeth Maule, and had several children, including George
Lynes (1807-1S70), ancestor of this client.l

Objectives:

This report has focused on several objectives: 1) Continue locating and mapping property
belonging to the earliest members of the Lynes family in South Carolina. 2) Continue
collecting documents pertaining to the earliest members of the Lynes/Lyons2 families in
South Carolina. 3) Begin the process of analyzing these documents to establish the
identities of various individuals so that they can eventually be placed in the appropriate
family groups.

Limitations:

I Jack Lynes, "Lynes South Carolina Web Site," My Heritage-com (http://www.myheritage.com/site:
I I 488809 I /llznes-south-carolina : accessed 26 April 2010).

' The term Llmes/Lyons is used in this research to indicate all possible variations of the surname. Other
possibilities include, but are not limited to Lines, Linus, Lion, Lyme, and Lyon. The surname Lynes will be

used when referring to the family that is the subject of this research.
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Twenty hours of time was agreed upon for this phase of research.

Summary of Results:

Additional plats and land records were collected for the earliest members of the Lynes
family. No plat was available for the land grant to Thomas L1mes, probable progenitor of
the South Carolina Lynes family. A map has been prepared showing the general location
of his property. See next section of report for further details.

Plats were obtained for several tracts of land owned by Elizabeth (wife of John) Lynes at
Bacon's Bridge. They have not yet been placed on a map.

Property belonging to Isaac Lynes has not yet been as successfully mapped. His lands
were in the vicinity of Wassamasaw Swamp and do not have enough distinctive features
to easily pinpoint their locations.

Additional records on the Lynes/Lyons families were collected. These records came
primarily from the online index of the South Carolina State Archives in Columbia and
from online newspaper collections. Some, but not all, of the actual documents listed in
the online index have been obtained.

Data from all Lynes/Lyons records found in the two sources just mentioned, as well as

from the ones listed in the Waters to Lynes report dated September 30,2010, has been
entered into a database that now contains over 400 entries. Census records from 1790
through 1830 have also been added. This database is being usedto analyze the records for
various individuals. Preliminary analysis has been done for Isaac and Moses Lynes/Lyons
and is included with this report. Other given names, such as John, will require additional
time to study.

Property of Thomas Lynes:

In the Waters to Lynes research report dated April 30, 2010 evidence was presented that
suggested that Thomas Lynes was the likely father of Samuel Lynes, born about 1720 in
South Carolina. Additional research has been done on the property owned by Thomas
Lynes.

On December 1, 1709 Thomas Lynes was granted 100 acres on the southeast side of the
Eastern Branch of the T of the Cooper River.' There is no surviving plat for this land.

' Thomas Lyne grant, 1709, Colonial Land Grants (Copy Series),
item 3; Secretary of State, Recorded Instruments, Series 52l30l9;
Archives and History, Columbia.

1765-1788, volume 39,page 66,
South Carolina Department of
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Adjoining landowners identified in the grant were Christopher Beech and John Annant.
Later records suggest that Benjamin Simons acquired some or all of the Annant land as

well as the Beech land.a No evidence has been found to indicate what became of the
Lynes tract.
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Figure 1: Sample 100 acre plat in the area where Thomas Lynes' 100 acres was granted. No plat exists for
this grant but the descripion of the survey indicates that it would have been located in this vicinity.

When land was granted along a navigable stream, the tract was to be four times as deep
going back from the waterway as was the width along the stream. Without aplat there is
no way to know if this rule was followed for Thomas' grant but a sample 100 acre plat

o South Carolina, "On-Line Records Index," database, South Carolina Department of Archives and History
(http://www.archivesindex.sc.gov/ : accessed 10 November 2010), entry for Benjamin Simons memorial,
175 1;citingseriesSlll00l,volumeT,page259,ilem4andBenjaminSimons,Jr.memorial, 1767;citng
series S111001, volume 9,page230.
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has been included in figure 1. This plat does not represent Thomas's land but has been
included to give some perspective on the size of his property.

Sorting the Individuals

When there are multiple individuals with the same given names and little direct evidence
available to reconstruct family groups it is necessary to first focus on establishing
individual identities. This focus on individuals is even more important when there are two
or more sumames that might be confused in the records.

Since previous researchers of the Lynes family did not appear to include data with any
spelling of the surname as Lyons, that data has been included in this study. The Lynes
and Lyons families may well be two (or more) different lines but clerks, record creators
and even family members did not always use a consistent spelling for the name.

To manage the large volume of data being collected on various Lynes/Lyons individuals
who lived primarily in the lower half of South Carolina prior to the Civil War, a database
was created. The database records can then be sorted studied and analyzed to establish
the activities of various individuals.

At this point in the research the database contains records created primarily before 1840.

The later records currently in the database were found and included incidental to
obtaining the earlier records. This segment of research has focused on individuals named
Isaac and Moses.

How Many Isaacs?

Included with this report is a fourteen page listing of all of the records that have been
located thus far for Isaac Lynes/Lyons. It is in chronological order, gives an abstract and
source citation for each record, and includes comments on many of them. This list of
records needs to be examined to understand the summary given below. There appear to
be as many as seven or eight Isaacs in these records.

o Isaac 1 appears between 1744 and 1746 in several records in and near Charleston.

o Isaac 1-A appears between 1737 and 1758 and later in Georgia. There is nothing
in his records that precludes him from being the same individual as Isaac 1. Other
individuals are known to have moved between South Carolina and Georgia during
this time period.s

5 The author has done extensive research on one individual who received a land grant in South Carolina but
later moved to Sunbury, Georgia. Several of the other names on the list of Sunbury lot owners also appear
in earlier South Carolina records.
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lsaac 2 appears between 1781 and 1820 in South Carolina, primarily in the area of
Wassamasaw Swamp and is definitely an individual of interest.

Isaac 3 appeared in only one record examined so far and was found in Laurens
District about 1795. This puts him outside the area of probable interest for the
Lynes family but serves as a reminder that other families were in surrounding
areas and might later need to be examined.

lsaac 4 was found in records of the city of Charleston between 1810 and 1819. He
does not appear to be connected with the Lynes family being researched.

Isaac 5 appearc in records from 1820 to 1830 in St. John's Berkeley Parish. There
are quite possibly additional records to be located for him as the investigation has
not been as thorough, yet, for this later timeframe. From what has been previously
studied on the family, this is an individual of interest.

Isaac 6 in records of Richland District and the city of Columbia between 1830 and
1843. This Isaac appears to be an individual of Jewish background and probably
not of interest.

o Isaac 7 appears so far in only one record in 1893 from Colleton County. He may
be part of the Lynes family whose name may have changed, intentionally or
otherwise, to Lyons. Again, records from this later period have not been
extensively searched.

There are nine records on this list that have not been assigned to a particular Isaac. These
nine are all records from derivative sources (i.e. index listings or someone else's abstracts
of a record). Copies of all of these documents should be obtained from the state archives
to see if they contain additional information that would identift the individual. It is also
important to note that the identifications already made of the various Isaacs are
preliminary and subject to change with further research.

How Many Moses?

A five page report detailing the records found for Moses Lynesilyons is included with
this report. It is in the same format as the report for Isaac Lynes/Lyons. There appear to
be as many as six individuals named Moses in these records.

o Moses 1 appears in four records dated from 1754 to 1765, all taking place in St.
George's Parish. Of some interest is the fact that he appears in each record as
Moses Linus. Keep in mind that all of these records are abstracts of the originals
and the originals should be examined to see if this is indeed the spelling of the
sumame used in each.
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o Moses 2 appears in eight records from 1778 to 1792. He owned property on
Wassamasaw Swamp adjoining Isaac Lynes. (Notice the similarities in the
signatures on the 1778 promissory note, found in the Judgment Roll, and the 1785

receipt in the Audited Accounts file.) This is a person of interest.

o Moses 3 appears in only one record in 1786 from Camden District. This is
somewhat outside the area of interest for the Lynes family.

o Moses 4 appears in 1794 as a shopkeeper in Charleston. He is probably not a
person of interest.

o Moses 5 is found in three census records from 1 810 through 1830 for Colleton
District and should be kept in consideration. (NB. Later census records have not
yet been examined.)

o Moses 6 was listed as a merchant in Charleston h 1822. He is probably not a
person of interest.

The Moses who appeared as an adjoining owner on an 1832 survey on Black Tom's Bay
in Charleston District has not been included in the above grouping yet. As with the report
on the Isaacs, this list of Moses Lynes/Lyons individuals is subject to revision if further
research indicates other possibilities.

Suggestions for Further Research:

The research that should probably be given priority at this time would include the
following items:

. Obtain additional original documents as needed to help establish identities of
different Lynes/Lyons individuals.

o Continue analysis of Lynes/Lyons individuals with the surnames of Charles,
Edward, John, Joseph, Morgan and William.

r After completing the study of all of the individuals, create a documented
genealogical summary of the Lynes family beginning with Thomas and Margaret
Lynes.

Additional work could also be done on these projects:

o Attempt to determine later owners of Thomas Lynes' 100 acre land grant. There is
apparently no document that directly indicates what happened to this property but
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some records exist for adjoining properties. Those records might provide clues
about the later owners of the Lynes property.

o Map the property owned by John Lynes of Bacon's Bridge.

. Work with plats of other landowners in the area of Wassamasaw Swamp to try to
locate the properties owned by members of the Lynes family.

Enclosures:

Map showing area where Thomas Lynes' property was located.
Records Involving Isaac Lynes/Lyons - i4 pages
Documents used in Isaac Lynes/Lyons summary:

Clark, Colonial Soldiers o.f the South, 1732-1774,12 pages (title, introductory
material and pertinent pages)

Langley, South Carolina Deed Abstracts, I 7 I 9-l 77 2 , volume 2, 3 pages.

Salley, Register of St. Philip's Parish, Charles Town, South Carolina, 1720-
1758,2 pages.

Jones, The Dead Towns of Georgia, 4 pages

Isaac Lynes plats - four 11 x17 copies
Isaac Lynes plat, photographed copy - 1 page
Salley, Stub Entries to Indents ... Books U-W - 2 pages.

Isaac Lynes census records - 1 for 1790, I for 1800, 2 for 1810, 2 for 1820,2 for
1830 * l9 pages

Copy of St. James Goose Creek citizen's petition re Wassamasaw channel - 3

pages
Hugy, various Charleston city directories - 8 pages

Records Involving Moses Lynes/Lyons - 5 pages
Documents used in Moses Lynes/Lyons sunmary:

Langley, South Carolina Deed Abstracts, I 7 I 9-1 7 7 2, - 2 pages
Moore, Abstracts of Wills of South Carolina, 1760*1784, - 2 pages
Judgment Roll, 1792, 562A, Edward and Rachael Thomas, exec. Of George

Shuler vs. Moses Lynes and John Joyner; Judgment Rolls (Charleston
District), 179l-1839, Series L 10018, South Carolina Department of
Archives and History (SCDAH), Columbia. - sixteen 11 x 17 pages

Moses Lynes plats - three 1 I x 17 copies
Moses Lynes audited account file - three Il x 17 copies
Holcomb, South Carolina Deed Abstracts, 1783-1788 * 2 pages
Langdon, South Carolina Marriages Volume VI, 1753-1843, Implied in the

Miscellaneous Records of South Carolina - 4 pages

Hagy, various Charleston City directories - 6 pages

1810, 1820 and 1830 census records for Moses Lynes - 8 pages


